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SUMMARY
Homologous recombination (HR) is an essential DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair mechanism, which is
frequently inactivated in cancer. During HR, RAD51 forms nucleoprotein filaments on RPA-coated, resected
DNA and catalyzes strand invasion into homologous duplex DNA. HowRAD51 displaces RPA and assembles
into long HR-proficient filaments remains uncertain. Here, we employed single-molecule imaging to investi-
gate the mechanism of nematode RAD-51 filament growth in the presence of BRC-2 (BRCA2) and RAD-51
paralogs, RFS-1/RIP-1. BRC-2 nucleates RAD-51 on RPA-coated DNA, whereas RFS-1/RIP-1 acts as a
‘‘chaperone’’ to promote 30 to 50 filament growth via highly dynamic engagement with 50 filament ends. Inhib-
iting ATPase or mutation in the RFS-1 Walker box leads to RFS-1/RIP-1 retention on RAD-51 filaments and
hinders growth. The rfs-1 Walker box mutants display sensitivity to DNA damage and accumulate RAD-51
complexes non-functional for HR in vivo. Our work reveals the mechanism of RAD-51 nucleation and filament
growth in the presence of recombination mediators.
INTRODUCTION

Homologous recombination (HR) is a largely error-free mecha-

nism of DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair. DSBs can arise

spontaneously because of replication fork stalling or collapse

or after exposure to DNA-damaging agents, such as ionizing ra-

diation. HR repair is also essential to produce inter-homolog

crossovers necessary for correct chromosome segregation at

the first meiotic division (Chapman et al., 2012).

HR is a complex process comprising several conserved steps.

First, broken double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) ends are nucleolyti-

cally processed, yielding 2–4 kb of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)

coated by replication protein A (RPA). RPA is displaced by

Rad51, a eukaryotic recombinase that forms helical nucleopro-

tein filaments with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Within the fila-

ment, DNA is extended 1.5-fold over the dsDNA contour length,

with a stoichiometry of 3 nt per RAD51 monomer and six RAD51

monomers per helical turn (Xu et al., 2017). Rad51 filaments then

search for a homologous DNA sequencewithin sister chromatids
1058 Molecular Cell 81, 1058–1073, March 4, 2021 ª 2021 The Autho
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or homologous chromosomes, followed by strand invasion and

displacement loop (D-loop) intermediate formation. The invading

30 DNA end is extended by polymerases and processed by mul-

tiple redundant pathways to complete the repair and to restore

the broken DNA strand (Chapman et al., 2012).

Given the lower affinity of Rad51 for ssDNA, compared with

RPA, mediator proteins that promote RPA displacement are

crucial for efficient HR. In higher eukaryotes, BRCA2 and

Rad51 paralogs (RAD51B, RAD51C, RAD51D, XRCC2, and

XRCC3 in human cells) are among themost critical mediator pro-

teins. Loss of BRCA2 or individual RAD51 paralogs results in

sensitivity to DSB-inducing agents, loss of Rad51 foci at sites

of DSBs and defective HR repair (Chapman et al., 2012). Muta-

tions in BRCA2 or Rad51 paralogs confer hereditary breast,

ovarian, and other cancers (King et al., 2003; Loveday et al.,

2011; Meindl et al., 2010).

Biochemical studies have shown that sub-stoichiometric

amounts of full-length human BRCA2 promote nucleation of

RAD51 on ssDNA and enhance its strand-exchange activity in
rs. Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1 display differential roles in RAD-51 filament assembly and growth on RPA-coated ssDNA

(A) Schematic of the experimental C-trap set-up.

(B) Kymograph showing the displacement of RPA-eGFP by 500 nM RAD-51 in the presence or absence of BRC-2 or RFS-1/RIP-1.

(C) Normalized fluorescence intensity for RPA-eGFP signal over time in the presence of RAD-51 and indicated amounts of BRC-2; shaded area represents SEM

(n = 3–8 molecules). Black lines represent exponential fits.

(legend continued on next page)
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bulk assays (Jensen et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Thorslund et al.,

2010). BRCA2 also binds RAD51-ssDNA filaments and inhibits

Rad51 ATPase activity, thereby suppressing Rad51 release

from DNA (Petalcorin et al., 2007; Jensen et al., 2010). Although

nematode Rad51 paralogs (RFS-1/RIP-1) do not bind to free

RAD-51 in solution, they can bind to and stabilize Rad51 fila-

ments (Taylor et al., 2015). Furthermore, bulk studies have

shown that the DNA strand-exchange activity of Rad51 is stimu-

lated by the addition of sub-stoichiometric amounts of human

RAD51B-RAD51C (Sigurdsson et al., 2001) or the nematode

Rad51 paralog complex (Taylor et al., 2015). Rad51 paralogs

have been suggested to intercalate into Rad51 filaments and

serve as roadblocks to prevent filament disassembly by anti-re-

combinases, such as Srs2 (Liu et al., 2011).

Although current evidence implicates BRCA2 and Rad51 pa-

ralogs in positively regulating Rad51 function, an understanding

of their dynamics during the HR reaction remains unclear. Sin-

gle-molecule studies of the E. coli RecA recombinase have re-

vealed that nucleoprotein filaments rapidly form in the presence

of bacterial single-stranded binding protein (SSB) by a two-step

mechanism: rate-limiting nucleation, followed by rapid, bi-direc-

tional filament growth with a 2-fold kinetic preference for the

50/30 direction along an ssDNA backbone (Bell et al., 2012; Gal-

letto et al., 2006). In contrast, human Rad51 filaments formed in

the presence of RPA in vitro are rare and grow very slowly (Can-

delli et al., 2014; Hilario et al., 2009). Currently, the mechanisms

that promote presynaptic Rad51 filament assembly in eukary-

otes remain unknown.

Here, we report a single-molecule system to monitor the real-

time dynamics of nematode RAD-51-ssDNA filament assembly

and how that is modulated by the recombination mediators

BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1. Through a combination of microflui-

dics, optical tweezers, and fluorescence microscopy, we show

that BRC-2 acts primarily as a RAD-51 nucleation factor on

RPA-coated ssDNA, whereas RFS-1/RIP-1 acts on nucleated

RAD51-ssDNA complexes to stimulate filament growth. Direct

real-time imaging of RFS-1/RIP-1 also revealed an unexpected

and highly dynamic engagement with the 50 RAD-51 filament

ends, which requires ATP turnover by RFS-1. Transient RFS-1/

RIP-1 binding to the nascent 50 RAD-51 filament end prevents

dissociation of RAD-51 protomers and stimulates filament

growth in a 30/50 direction. However, blocking ATPase or muta-

tion of the RFS-1 Walker A box increases the dwell-time of RFS-

1/RIP-1 on the RAD-51 filament ends, which stabilizes RAD-51

on DNA, but inhibits filament growth and strand-exchange activ-

ity (Taylor et al., 2015). Finally, unlike nematode strains lacking

rfs-1, which are sensitive to DNA damage and fail to form

RAD-51 foci, rfs-1 Walker box mutants accumulate non-func-

tional RAD-51 foci, which form in a BRC-2-dependent manner.

We propose that distinct mechanisms of the two mediator

proteins act sequentially to synergistically promote efficient

RAD-51 nucleation, filament growth. and HR stimulation.
(D) Normalized fluorescence intensity for RPA-eGFP signal over time in the presen

SEM (n = 3–6 molecules). Black lines represent exponential fits.

(E) Force measured between the traps as a function of time in indicated RFS-1/R

(F) Examples of individual growing RAD-51 filaments (dark). Growth rate was me

(G) Quantification of growth rates in indicated conditions.
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RESULTS

Differential action of mediator proteins on RAD-51
presynaptic complex assembly
To examine how recombination mediators affect the nucleation

and/or growth of Rad51 filaments in the presence of its physio-

logical competitor RPA, we have reconstituted RAD-51 filament

assembly at a single-molecule level using fluorescently labeled

C. elegans proteins and a combination of optical tweezers,

confocal fluorescence microscopy, and microfluidics (C-trap

set-up; Figure 1A) (Gutierrez-Escribano et al., 2019; Newton

et al., 2019). To generate an HR substrate, 48.5-kb doubly bio-

tinylated bacteriophage l dsDNA was trapped between two

polystyrene streptavidin-coated beads, force-melted in situ to

produce ssDNA (Candelli et al., 2013) (Figure S1A), and then

coated with RPA-eGFP fusion protein (Figure 1A). The RAD-51

assembly was initiated by moving the traps to protein channels

containing RAD-51 and/or mediator proteins (Figure 1A) in the

presence of ATP. RAD-51 assembly and RPA-eGFP displace-

ment was monitored by loss of eGFP fluorescence and simulta-

neous decrease in the force exerted on ssDNA that accompanies

recombinase filament formation (Hegner et al., 1999).

To characterize the role of mediator proteins in our system, we

performed RPA-eGFP displacement experiments with RAD-51

in the presence or absence of his6-MBP-BRC-2 (hereafter

referred to as BRC-2), a recombination mediator and ortholog

of the breast and ovarian cancer tumor-suppressor protein,

BRCA2 (Martin et al., 2005; Petalcorin et al., 2007; Petalcorin

et al., 2006) (Figure 1B). Although RAD-51 alone slowly assem-

bles on RPA-coated ssDNA in the presence of ATP (half-time

of 10.16 ± 0.8 min, 95% CI), the addition of sub-stoichiometric

concentrations of BRC-2 stimulates the overall assembly rate,

reducing assembly half-time to 5.3 ± 0.3min (95%CI; Figure 1C).

We next performed RPA-eGFP displacement assays with RAD-

51 in the presence of the RFS-1/RIP-1-3xFLAG (hereafter

referred to as RFS-1/RIP-1) complex. Addition of sub-stoichio-

metric concentrations of RFS-1/RIP-1 greatly stimulates the

RAD-51 filament assembly rate, reducing assembly half-time

from �10 min to �1 min (Figures 1B and 1D). This is accompa-

nied by a decrease in force measured between the optical traps

from �15 pN to �1 pN (Figure 1E), which is in agreement with

increased stiffness of RAD-51-coated ssDNA (Hegner et al.,

1999). Consistent with its weak ssDNA affinity (Taylor et al.,

2015), RFS-1/RIP-1 did not induce any detectable RPA displace-

ment on its own (Figures 1B, 1D, and 1E).

In addition to estimating overall assembly rate, this approach

allowed us to resolve individual growing RAD-51 nuclei andmea-

sure growth rates of RAD-51 filaments (Figures 1F and 1G). It

should be noted that, under these conditions, multiple nucleation

events within a dark pixel can occur. However, those events are

unlikely, would average out during data analysis, and would not

affect the overall conclusion. We confirmed that RAD-51 grows
ce of RAD-51 and indicated amounts of RFS-1/RIP-1; shaded area represents

IP-1 concentrations; shaded area represents SEM (n = 3–8 molecules).

asured as a slope of the border of RPA-eGFP displaced signal.



Figure 2. BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1 synergize

to ensure efficient RAD-51 filament assembly

(A) Kymograph showing the displacement of RPA-

eGFP by 500 nM RAD-51 in the presence or

absence of BRC-2 and/or RFS-1/RIP-1.

(B) Quantification of growth rates in indicated con-

ditions. Error bars represent SD. p > 0.05 (n.s.),

*p% 0.05, **p% 0.01, ***p% 0.001, ****p% 0.0001.

Mann-Whitney test.

(C) Normalized fluorescence intensity for RPA–

eGFP signal in the presence or absence of BRC-2

and/or RFS-1/RIP-1; shaded area represents SEM

(n = 4–8 molecules). Black lines represent expo-

nential fits.

(D) Koff values for RPA-eGFP displacement traces

calculated from exponential fits to the data in (C);

error bars represent upper and lower K value limits.

(E) Quantification of apparent nucleation fre-

quencies in indicated conditions. Error bars repre-

sent SD. p > 0.05 (n.s.), *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01.

Mann-Whitney test.
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slowly (mean, 17.9 ± 1.8 nm/min, 95% CI; which corresponds

roughly to 38.6 ± 3.9 nt/min; 500 nMprotein) compared with bac-

terial RecA (�40 nm/min under similar conditions (Bell et al.,

2012)). RFS-1/RIP-1 strongly stimulates growth rates of individ-

ual RAD-51 nuclei (mean, 38.1 ± 4.0 nm/min, 95%CI; which cor-

responds to 82.1 ± 8.6 nt/min; 10 nM RFS-1/RIP-1; Figures 1F

and 1G), Notably, BRC-2 had a significant, albeit modest, effect

on RAD-51 growth when compared with RFS-1/RIP-1 (mean of

26.4 ± 3.2 nm/min, 95% CI; which corresponds to 56.9 ± 6.9

nt/min; 10 nMBRC-2). Our data suggest that BRC-2 acts primar-

ily as a RAD-51 nucleation factor (Shahid et al., 2014), whereas

RFS-1/RIP-1 acts primarily as a RAD-51 filament growth factor

on RPA-coated ssDNA.

BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1 synergize to ensure efficient
RAD-51 presynaptic filament assembly
These distinct modes of action raised the possibility that the

mediator proteins may cooperate to enhance RAD-51 filament

assembly when combined in a single reaction. Inclusion of

both proteins in the reaction (Figure 2A), results in increased

growth rate of individual RAD-51 filaments (mean, 43.8 ±

7.0 nm/min, 95% CI; which corresponds to 94.4 ± 15.1 nt/min;

10 nM BRC-2, 10 nM RFS-1/RIP-1), which was not significantly

different from the RAD-51 filament growth rates measured in the

presence of RFS-1/RIP-1 only (Figures 2A and 2B). These results

indicate that RFS-1/RIP-1 and BRC-2 do not synergize to pro-

mote RAD-51 filament growth, but rather, that RFS-1/RIP-1 is

the major filament growth stimulatory factor in the combined as-

sembly reaction. However, when combined, BRC-2 and RFS-1/

RIP-1 display a synergistic effect on overall RAD-51 assembly

rates on RPA-coated ssDNA (Figures 2A and 2C), strongly

reducing overall assembly half-time to 2.4 min (95% CI) and

increasing the overall assembly rate to 0.29 min�1 in contrast
Molecu
to 0.07min�1 in the absence of recombina-

tion mediators or 0.1 and 0.13 min�1

in the presence of BRC-2 or RFS-1/

RIP-1 (Figure 2D). Force measurements
confirmed assembly kinetics obtained from fluorescence-inten-

sity quantification (Figure S1B). To explore whether the observed

synergy stems from BRC-2 acting as a nucleation factor and

RFS-1/RIP-1 promoting growth of individual RAD-51 nuclei, we

analyzed RPA-eGFP displacement traces using a custom-writ-

ten algorithm to extract apparent RAD-51 nucleation rates on in-

dividual l ssDNA molecules (Figure S1C). We observed

increased nucleation rates only in the presence of BRC-2, not

RFS-1/RIP-1 (Figure 2E). Taken together, these results further

strengthen the notion that BRC-2 primarily nucleates RAD-51

on RPA-coated ssDNA, which is then extended into nascent fil-

aments by RFS-1/RIP-1 stimulation.

RFS-1/RIP-1 promotes filament growth in the 30 to 50

direction
Using bulk fluorescence to estimate kinetics of protein binding

and dissociation from short Cy3-labeled oligonucleotides, we

have previously observed that RFS-1/RIP-1 binds and stabilizes

the 50 end of pre-assembled RAD-51 filaments (Taylor et al.,

2016). In contrast, we did not detect any stabilization effect at

the 30-filament end. Given this previously described polarity

and that RPA-eGFP displacement slopes appear specifically

steeper in one direction in kymographs in the presence of

RFS-1/RIP-1 compared with the conditions in which RFS-1/

RIP-1 was absent (Figure 1F), we reasoned that growth stimula-

tion promoted by RFS-1/RIP-1 might lead to preferential proto-

mer addition at only one end of RAD-51 filaments.

To examine the polarity of filament growth, we developed a

protocol to generate an asymmetrically positioned ssDNA gap

of defined length on l DNA using Cas9 nickase and DNAmelting

in situ (Figures 3A and S2A). We confirmed the position of the

ssDNA gap using eGFP-RPA fluorescence to mark the ssDNA

portion of the gapped molecule (Figures 3B and 3C). We then
lar Cell 81, 1058–1073, March 4, 2021 1061



Figure 3. RFS-1/RIP-1 promotes filament growth in the 30 to 50 direction
(A) Schematic of protocol designed to generate gapped l DNA (gDNA) substrates.

(B) Schematic of the two l gDNA substrates employed to investigate RAD-51 filament growth polarity. Representative image of asymmetrically positioned RPA-

eGFP coated 5-k nt (l gDNA45) and 17-k nt (l gDNA25) ssDNA gap within l DNA held at 15 pN force. dsDNA stained by 50 nM SYTOX orange.

(C) Genomic position analysis of the ssDNA gap evaluated from RPA-eGFP signal boundaries; 20–32 scans analyzed per each histogram. Black lines represent

Gaussian fits. Error bars represents SD

(D) Force-extension curves of l dsDNA (blue) andmultiple l gDNA45 or l gDNA25molecules. Light blue line represents worm-like chain model (WLC) fit for 48.5-

kb-long dsDNA.

(E) ssDNA gap length of l gDNA45 and l gDNA25 calculated from WLC model fits to traces presented in (D). Error bars represents SD.

(F) Examples of individual growing RAD-51 filaments (dark) on gapped DNA construct. Growth rate was measured as a slope of the border of RPA-eGFP dis-

placed signal.

(G) Quantification of growth rate polarity of 500 nM RAD-51 in the presence or absence of 10 nM RFS-1/RIP-1.
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force-stretched individual gapped DNA molecules to compare

them to l dsDNA (Figure 3D). To calculate the apparent contour

length of these molecules, we applied a worm-like chain model

fitting to individual force-extension curves. From relative contour

length increases, we were able to calculate the length of ssDNA

within the substrate (Figure 3E). These are in agreement with the

predicted ssDNA gap length. To suppress extensive RAD-51
1062 Molecular Cell 81, 1058–1073, March 4, 2021
nucleation and better resolve individual RAD-51 filaments, free

RPA-eGFP was added to the imaging channel. This setup al-

lowed us to accurately assess directionality of RAD-51 filament

growth. Surprisingly, unlike RecA, which grows preferentially in

a 50/30 direction, nematode RAD-51 displays mostly symmetric

growth with only a slight bias toward the 50/30 direction (Figures
3F and S2B). Addition of RFS-1/RIP-1 resulted in a 2-fold



Figure 4. Highly dynamic RFS-1/RIP-1 complex ‘‘chaperones’’ DNA-bound RAD-51 clusters by preventing RAD-51 dissociation

(A) Fluorescence images taken after subsequent RAD-51f or RAD-51f+RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) incubation-detection cycles with the same ssDNA (no RPA) construct;

cumulative incubation time (min) is indicated. Scale bar, 4.5 mm. Arrow indicates a growth event. RAD-51f signal shown in blue. RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) signal shown

in red.

(B) Quantification of RAD-51f nucleation frequency over time in the presence (n = 9 molecules) or absence (n = 11 molecules) of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647). Exponential

fits are displayed. Error bars represent SEM.

(legend continued on next page)
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stimulation of the 30/50 growth rates, resulting in net growth

from the 50-filament end (Figures 3G and S2B). These results

indicate that RFS-1/RIP-1-mediated growth stimulation of

RAD-51 filaments is asymmetric and occurs at 50-filament ends.

RFS-1/RIP-1 acts as a molecular chaperone to stabilize
RAD-51
Rad51/RecA-ssDNA filaments are in a state of dynamic equilib-

rium, where they grow and shrink exclusively from filament ends

(Joo et al., 2006; van Mameren et al., 2009). Previous work es-

tablished that human Rad51-dsDNA filaments dissociate from

the ends in bursts of multiple protomers interspersed by pauses

(van Mameren et al., 2009). Similar behavior was later observed

for Rad51-ssDNA complexes (Candelli, 2013). In contrast,

growth of RecA (Bell et al., 2012) and Rad51 (Candelli et al.,

2014) filaments occurs predominantly by rate-limiting slow addi-

tion of monomers. Given the resolution of our setup, we were not

able to accurately monitor RAD51 protomer association and

dissociation events from filament ends. To circumvent that issue,

we employed a previously described reverse setup (Candelli

et al., 2014), in which low concentrations of labeled protein are

used to obtain sparse nucleation events containing only a few

RAD-51 protomers. Single-step photobleaching calibration

was used to quantify the number of fluorophores present in

each cluster. Given that recombinase filaments can grow and

dissociate only from filament ends (Joo et al., 2006; van Mame-

ren et al., 2009), this system allows us to assess growth and

dissociation dynamics of small RAD-51 clusters and use that

as a proxy for events occurring at the ends of long ssDNA

RAD-51 filaments.

To investigate the molecular mechanism of RFS-1/RIP-1-

mediated RAD-51 filament growth stimulation at a single-proto-

mer level, we stoichiometrically labeled RAD-51 with fluorescein

(6-FAM) (Amitani et al., 2010) (referred to as RAD-51f; Fig-

ure S3A), which retained wild-type (WT) levels of DNA binding

(Figure S3B) and D-loop formation activity (Figure S3C). To

ensure RAD-51f displaces RPA as efficiently as unlabelled

RAD-51, we monitored assembly of RAD-51f on RPA-mCherry-

coated ssDNA (Figure S3D). Because of the fluorescence bleed

trough between the channels, we were unable to monitor RPA-

mCherry displacement by fluorescence decrease.We, therefore,

monitored the force change associated with RAD-51 filament
(C) Representative histogram of time-binned intensity verses genomic position on

represents 30-s time point.

(D) Representative histogram of time-binned intensity versus genomic position o

Each line represents 30-s time point.

(E) Histograms of dwell times of RAD-51f in the absence (left panel) or presence o

presence of RAD-51f (right panel). Lines represent exponential fits. (Top panel: RA

RIP-1(A647), t � 150.6 s, R2 = 0.95, n = 87 clusters; bottom panel: RFS-1/RIP-1

(F) Cumulative survival plots of data presented in Figure 2E. Lines represent exp

(G) Quantification of the frequency of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding to ssDNA and R

RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) bound to ssDNA or RAD-51f cluster was calculated. Data poi

Each data point represents one ssDNA molecule analyzed. p = 0.005. Wilcoxon

(H) Growth frequencies of RAD-51f clusters (fraction of clusters on a given ssDN

protomer number by a minimum of 1—in the presence or absence of RFS-1/RIP

(I) Negative stain electron microscopy of RAD-51 filaments formed after 5 min at

Black arrows point at RAD-51 filaments. Quantification represents normalized fo

condition. Six fields of view across different sections of the EM grid were evalua
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formation on ssDNA. The force decreased to a similar extent in

the presence of either RAD-51f or unlabelled RAD-51. To visu-

alize individual fluorescently labeled RAD-51f clusters (a DNA-

bound species containing one or more RAD-51f protomers),

we employed a ‘‘dipping protocol’’ (Figure S4A), where l ssDNA

trapped between two beads is incubated for a defined period of

time in a channel containing RAD-51f. ssDNA bound by RAD-51f

is subsequently moved to a protein-free observation channel

and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Repeated incuba-

tion-detection cycles allow for kinetic analysis of RAD-51f nucle-

ation and growth. Consistent with previous literature (Brouwer

et al., 2018; Candelli et al., 2014), RAD-51 binding to ssDNA is

not affected by the force at which ssDNA is held (Figure S4B).

Thus, we proceeded with 15 pN force regime. Nucleation fre-

quency of RAD-51f clusters (kobs) assessed after a single round

of dipping in the presence of ATP displays power dependence

with respect to RAD-51f concentration, according to kobs = J

[RAD-51]n, in which J is a rate constant and n is the number of

protomers in aminimal nucleation unit. In agreement with studies

of bacterial RecA (n = 1.5 in ATP and n = 2.2 in ATP-g-S) (Bell

et al., 2012) and human RAD51 (n = 1.5; [Candelli et al., 2014],

n = 1.6 ± 0.2 for C. elegans RAD-51) (Figures S4C and S4D), indi-

cating that RAD-51f nucleates as a small species on ssDNA,

most likely a dimer or a monomer. Consistent with our previous

result (Figures 1B and 1C), inclusion of BRC-2 increased nucle-

ation frequencies in the presence of RPA in this assay (Fig-

ure S4D). Addition of unlabeled RFS-1/RIP-1 also increased

RAD-51 nucleation rates, albeit to a lesser extent than in the

presence of BRC-2.

To examine the dynamics of RFS-1/RIP-1 during RAD-51 fila-

ment assembly, we fused the C terminus of RIP-1 to a ybbr tag

(Yin et al., 2006) and labeled the corresponding complex with

Alexa 647 dye (referred to as RFS-1/RIP-1(A647); Figures S5A

andS5B). RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) retains its ability to bindRAD-51fil-

aments (FigureS5C) and stimulate strandexchange (FigureS5D).

Time-resolved experiments revealed a significant accumulation

of RAD-51f clusters over time in the presence of RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647) and ATP (Figures 4A and 4B). Without RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647), RAD-51f clusters are highly dynamic. They bind and

dissociate rapidly from ssDNA (Figure 4C). To estimate off-rates

of RAD-51f, wemeasured dwell-times of individual RAD-51f clus-

ters. Thesewere calculated from the number of consecutive 30-s
lDNA for RAD-51f signal (blue) in the absence of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647). Each line

n l DNA for RAD-51f signal (blue) in the presence of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (red).

f RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (middle panel) or dwell times of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) in the

D-51f, t� 21.12 s, R2 = 0.99, n = 167 clusters; middle panel: RAD-51f + RFS-1/

(A647), t � 10.28, R2 = 0.99, n = 19 clusters)

onential fits.

AD-51 clusters. Individual DNA molecules were analyzed, and the fraction of

nts presented in the panel were pooled from both ATP and ATP-g-S datasets.

test.

A molecule displaying at least one growth event—defined by an increase of

-1. p = 0.0003. Mann-Whitney test.

25�C in the presence or absence of 250 nM (in nucleotides) 150-mer ssDNA.

ld increase of number of RAD-51 filaments relative to ‘‘RAD-51 + ssDNA only’’

ted and plotted. p = 0.0022. Mann-Whitney test.



Figure 5. Transient engagement of RFS-1/RIP-1 with the 50 filament ends is mediated by ATPase activity

(A) Representative kymographs of dwelling single RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (2.5 nM) complexes on RPA-eGFP coated ssDNA in the presence of 500 nM RAD-51 and

ATP or ATP-g-S (left panel). Quantification of experiment shown in left panel, for ATP (n = 47 binding events) and ATP-g-S (n = 29 binding events). Black line

represents median. p < 0.0001. Mann-Whitney test (right panel).

(B) Representative traces of single RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) complexes binding to RAD-51 filaments in ATP-g-S. RPA-eGFP shown in blue, RAD-51 dark, RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647) red. Quantification of the RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) end binding using custom position analysis algorithm. 2D scan showing RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (red channel)

binding to the RAD-51 filament (dark, blue channel) in the presence of RPA-eGFP (blue channel). To obtain the exact location of the RAD-51 paralog with respect

to the RAD-51 filament, the center of the filament is resolved first by fitting the reversed eGFP intensity (gray peak). Grey arrow, representing the peak’s width,

marks the filament’s edges. Gaussian fit of the RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) intensity (red peak, red channel) indicates that the paralog binds to the periphery of the RAD-51

filament.

(C) Protocol designed to visualize RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding to RAD-51 filaments grown on gapped l DNA.

(D) 2D scan of representative RAD-51-DNA complex obtained using protocol described in (C). Proximity of A647 signal maximum to eGFP signal maximum on

either 30 or 50 RAD-51 filament border was used to estimate the 30 or 50 filament end binding polarity.

(legend continued on next page)
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frames inwhich a detectable FAMsignal was present at the same

genomic position (Figure 4C). The analysis confirmed RAD-51f

clusters bind to ssDNA with short dwell-times (Figures 4E and

4F). These observations are reminiscent of burst-like dissociation

events reported previously at human Rad51 filament ends (van

Mameren et al., 2009). Strikingly, inclusion of RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647) in the reaction results in a significant increase in the

dwell-times of RAD-51f clusters on ssDNA indicating a stabiliza-

tion effect mediated by RFS-1/RIP-1 (Figures 4D–4F).

Unexpectedly, direct visualization of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647)mole-

cules revealed that they bind to RAD-51f clusters with extremely

short dwell times (Figures 4E and 4F). Colocalization of RFS-1/

RIP-1(A647) with RAD-51f clusters (Figure 4G) is consistent

with recognitionof nascentRAD-51filaments, rather thanssDNA.

Collectively, our data indicate that RFS-1/RIP-1 promotes as-

sembly of RAD-51 filaments by shutting down disassembly

events at filament ends without being a stable component of

DNA-bound RAD-51f clusters. Hence, RFS-1/RIP-1 acts in a

transient manner as a dynamic RAD-51 filament chaperone.

Rapid photobleaching and step-finding analysis (Autour et al.,

2018; Watkins and Yang, 2005) allowed us to calibrate the imag-

ing system, determine the number of fluorophores in individual

nucleating clusters, and assess RAD-51 cluster growth (Figures

S5E and S5F). In accordance with a power-law fit, most RAD-

51f clusters are dimeric (Figure S5G). Inclusion of RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647) shifts the cluster population toward smaller species

with the monomer fraction corresponding to �50% of the mole-

cules. These data remain consistent with our power-law fit,

kobs = J[RAD-51]n, where n = 1.6, indicating monomers, in addi-

tion todimers, represent the substantial fraction ofminimal nucle-

ating units. Consistent with RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) stabilizing RAD-

51f on ssDNA, we observe more-frequent growth in the number

of RAD-51f protomers in individual clusters (Figure 4H). The

increased frequency of RAD-51f cluster growth provides an

explanation for the stimulation of filament growth rates observed

withRFS-1/RIP-1. Under the samebuffer andprotein-concentra-

tion used in single-molecule assays, electron microscopy anal-

ysis revealed that the inclusionofRFS-1/RIP-1 leads toenhanced

RAD-51 filament formation when compared with RAD-51 alone

(Figure 4I). We propose that transient engagement of RFS-1/

RIP-1 with RAD-51 filaments shuts down RAD-51 dissociation

events at filament ends and shifts protomer addition-dissociation

equilibrium toward higher net filament-growth rates.

ATP hydrolysis regulates transient engagement of
RFS-1/RIP-1 with 50 filament ends
We hypothesized that the short dwell-times of RFS-1/RIP-1

might result from ATP hydrolysis by RFS-1 or RAD-51, given
(E) Quantification of filament 50 or 30 end binding frequencies by RFS-1/RIP-1(A6

observed in the experiment was binding to ‘‘dark’’ RAD-51 filaments forming on

1(A647) to RAD-51-free RPA-eGFP-coated ssDNA was observed.

(F) Representative fluorescence images taken after RAD-51f+RFS-1/RIP-1(A647

same ssDNA construct; cumulative incubation time is indicated. RAD-51f signal

(G) Histograms of dwell times of WT RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (n = 19 clusters; top) or R

Number of dwell-time categories was adjusted to accommodate lower stability o

(H) Histograms of dwell times of RAD-51f alone (n = 160 clusters; left) or in the pres

51f in the presence of RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1(A647) (n = 49 clusters; right).
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that ATP hydrolysis releases Rad51 from DNA (Chi et al., 2006;

Gataulin et al., 2018; Robertson et al., 2009). Indeed, upon inclu-

sion of the slowly hydrolysable ATP analog, ATP-g-S, the dwell-

time of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) increased in ‘‘dipping’’ experiments

(Figures S6A–S6C), indicating that ATP hydrolysis is at least

partially responsible for RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) dissociation from

RAD-51 filaments.

Next, we performed real-time imaging of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647)

association with RPA-eGFP-coated ssDNA in the presence of

RAD-51 and ATP (Figures 5A and 5B). Individual RFS-1/RIP-

1(A647) molecules display very short dwell times on ssDNA

with ATP (median, 11.3 s, 9.5–15.8 s, 96% CI; Figure 5A),

similar to the dwell times observed using the dipping protocol

described above. Upon inclusion of ATP-g-S, the dwell time

of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) increased (median, 28.3 s; 22–56.2 s,

97.6% CI; Figure 5A). Notably, dwelling RFS-1/RIP-1(A647)

molecules are frequently (71% of events scored, n = 26)

located at the border of RPA-eGFP (blue) and RAD-51 fila-

ments (dark; Figure 5B). This corroborates our previous nega-

tive-stain electron microscopy (EM) data (Taylor et al., 2015)

that RFS-1/RIP-1 engages with 50 filament ends (Taylor et al.,

2016) but not within RAD-51 filaments. It should be noted

that we found only a few (�11%) RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding

events associated with RAD-51-free RPA-eGFP-coated (blue)

ssDNA spots. These data further support the notion that

RFS-1/RIP-1 does not displace RPA on its own, but rather rec-

ognizes DNA-bound nascent RAD-51 filaments. Consistently,

almost no RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding events are observed on

RPA-eGFP-coated ssDNA when RAD-51 is absent from the as-

sembly reaction (Figure S6D).

We have established that RAD-51 filaments grow preferen-

tially in the 30 to 50 direction in the presence of RFS-1/RIP-1.

We have also shown that RFS-1/RIP-1 shuts down dissociation

of RAD-51 clusters on ssDNA leading to increased dwell times

and growth frequencies. This prompted us to investigate

whether labeled RFS-1/RIP-1 directly binds to 50 filament

ends using gapped DNA substrates with defined polarity. To

directly visualize RFS-1/RIP-1 at filament ends, we incubated

RAD-51 filaments with 100 nM RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) (Figure 5C),

which revealed proximity to 50, but not 30, RAD-51 filament

ends (Figures 5D and 5E). Collectively, these data confirm

RFS-1/RIP-1 transiently binds 50 filament ends and shuts

down RAD-51 dissociation to allow for efficient filament growth

in a 30 to 50 direction.
To determine whether the putative ATPase activity of RFS-1/

RIP-1 is critical for the dissociation from RAD-51 filament

ends, we performed dipping experiments using Alexa 647-

labeled RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 complex, in which the lysine residue
47) (n = 13 binding events). Remainder of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding events

extended dsDNA portion of the gapped molecule. No binding of RFS-1/RIP-

) or RAD-51f+RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1(A647) incubation-detection cycles with the

shown in blue. RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) signal shown in red.

FS-1 K56A/RIP-1(A647) (n = 31 clusters; bottom) in the presence of RAD-51f.

f bare ssDNA in the presence of RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1(A647).

ence of RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) WT (n = 57 clusters; middle), or dwell times of RAD-
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of the Walker A box of RFS-1 is mutated to alanine. Mutating

lysine to alanine/arginine in recombinase Walker A motif was

previously shown to lead to abolishment of ATP binding/hydroly-

sis in vitro (Chi et al., 2006). Strikingly, RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1(A647)

displays dramatically increased dwell times on RAD-51 ssDNA

clusters when compared with WT RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) in the

presence of ATP (Figures 5F and 5G). Notably, RFS-1 K56A/

RIP-1(A647) retains the ability to stabilize RAD-51f clusters on

ssDNA (Figure 5H), which we attribute to its ability to bind

RAD-51 clusters. Inclusion of RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 also stimulates

RAD-51 assembly on RPA-eGFP-coated ssDNA in the presence

of ATP, albeit less efficiently than WT RFS-1/RIP-1 (Figures S7A

and 7B). When compared toWT RFS-1/RIP-1, RAD-51 filaments

display slower growth rates in the presence of RFS-1 K56A/

RIP-1 (Figure S7C). These observations indicate that the RFS-1

K56A/RIP-1 mutant is effective at filament end-binding and sta-

bilization of nucleating RAD-51 clusters but is compromised for

its ability to stimulate RAD-51 filament growth. Notably,

increasing WT RFS-1/RIP-1 concentrations to near stoichio-

metric levels with RAD-51 compromises filament assembly and

hinders RAD-51 filament growth when compared with the

growth stimulation observed with sub-stoichiometric levels of

WT RFS-1/RIP-1 (Figures S7A–S7C). This suggests that exces-

sive filament end binding at high concentrations of RFS-1/

RIP-1 or Walker A box mutants in RFS-1 blocks further recruit-

ment of RAD-51 protomers and hinders filament elongation.

We also verified filament end binding by RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 on

filaments formed by Cy3-labeled RAD-51 (RAD-51Cy3; Figures

S7D and S7E). The increased dwell-times of the RFS-1 K56A/

RIP-1 mutant on RAD-51 filaments are also in agreement with

yeast two hybrid analysis where a robust interaction is detect-

able between RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 mutant and RAD-51 but not

between WT RFS-1/RIP-1 and RAD-51 (Figure S7F). Further-

more, RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 and RFS-1 K56R/RIP-1 both form a

super-shifted complex with RAD-51-ssDNA in bulk EMSA as-

RIP-1 does not/RIP-1 does not (Figure S7G). Collectively, these

results indicate that WT RFS-1/RIP-1 engages transiently with

RAD-51 filaments, whereas the greater residence time of

RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 on RAD-51 filament ends results in the for-

mation of aberrant co-complexes, which hinder filament growth

(Figure S7C).
Figure 6. RFS-1 K56A/R C. elegans strains accumulate HR-incompete

(A) A schematic for CRISPR-Cas9 knockin strategy for generation of RFS-1 Walk

(B) Embryonic lethality analysis of rfs-1mutants in vivo. Percentage of unhatched

worms were evaluated.

(C) Brood size of strains of the indicated genotype. Progeny of 5–8 worms was e

(D) The indicated strains were treated with indicated doses of genotoxins for the

sensitivity to replication-associated DSBs lesions caused by CDDP, CPT, and H

hydroxyurea is mild in rfs-1-null strain and absent in RFS-1 K56A and RFS-1 K56

(E) Representative images of the mitotic compartment of C. elegans germline af

(green). Scale bar represents 5 mm.

(F) Quantification of RAD-51 focus formation in the mitotic zone of the worm germ

and 261 cells were quantified for each condition in 2–3 representative germlines

(G) Representative images of the mitotic compartment of C. elegans germline of

presence or absence of auxin. HA::AID::brc-2 corresponds to C. elegans strain m

degron. DAPI staining (blue), RAD–51 staining (green). Scale bar represents 5 mm

(H) Quantification of RAD-51 focus formation in the mitotic zone of the worm germ

and 261 cells were quantified for each condition in three representative germline
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RFS-1 K56A/R variants are competent for RAD-51
stabilization but inefficient for HR in vivo

To determine whether the dynamic engagement of RFS-1/RIP-1

during RAD-51 filament growth has an important role in HR

in vivo, we generated nematode knockin mutant strains for

both RFS-1 K56A and RFS-1 K56R using the CRISPR-Cas9 sys-

tem (Figure 6A). Similar to the rfs-1 (null) deletion strain, rfs-1

K56A and rfs-1 K56R mutant strains display a modest increase

in the levels of embryonic lethality compared with the N2 (WT)

strain without significant brood-size reduction (Figures 6B and

6C). In agreement with previous reports (Taylor et al., 2015;

Ward et al., 2007), the rfs-1-null strain displays sensitivity to

agents that induce replication fork breakage (Ward et al.,

2007). Similarly, rfs-1 K56A and K56RWalker A mutants are sen-

sitive to cisplatin (CDDP), camptothecin (CPT), and nitrogen

mustard (HN2), although to a lesser extent than rfs-1-null animals

are. Sensitivity to hydroxyurea (HU) is not observed in the rfs-1

K56A and rfs-1 K56R mutant strains (Figure 6D).

Mitotic zones of extruded germlines were then examined for

RAD-51 focus formation before and after CDDP, UV-C, and

CPT treatment. In agreement with previous studies (Ward

et al., 2007), RAD-51 forms damage-induced foci in N2 (WT)

strains but not in the rfs-1-null strain. Strikingly, rfs-1 K56A and

K56R Walker A mutant strains display extensive accumulation

of RAD-51 foci in response to DNA damage (Figures 6E and

6F), which persist into meiosis I. These data, together with

DNA damage sensitivity, indicate that RAD-51 nucleates and is

stabilized on DNA in the rfs-1 K56A and rfs-1 K56R mutant

strains, but the resulting RAD-51 species are non-functional for

repair of DNA damage via HR.

Because the RFS-1 mutants inefficiently disengage from fila-

ment ends in vitro, we considered the possibility that failure to

efficiently disassembly from 50 filament ends may result in short,

but stable, filaments unable to efficiently performDNA strand ex-

change. Under these conditions, BRC-2 may continue loading

RAD-51 on over-resected DNA (Symington, 2016) leading to

the observed phenotype. Consistent with that possibility, the

extensive accumulation of RAD-51 complexes in treated germ-

lines of rfs-1 K56A mutants is abolished by depletion of BRC-2

(Figures 6G and 6H). Hence, BRC-2 promotes RAD-51 nucle-

ation on RPA-coated ssDNA and RFS-1/RIP-1 acts downstream
nt RAD-51 foci after DNA damage

er box mutant strains.

eggs was scored after 24 h in strains of the indicated genotype. Progeny of 6–8

valuated.

indicated time. rfs-1 null, rfs-1 K56A and rfs-1 K56R strains display increased

N2 mustards, whereas sensitivity to replication fork stalling in the presence of

R strains. Error bars represent SEM.

ter treatment with different genotoxins. DAPI staining (blue), RAD–51 staining

line under different treatments in strains of the indicated genotype. Between 99

for each genotype. Mann-Whitney test was used for statistical analysis.

indicated genotypes after treatment with indicated dose of UVC grown in the

odified to express BRC-2 N-terminally fused to HA followed by auxin-inducible

.

line under different treatments in strains of the indicated genotype. Between 99

s for each genotype.



Figure 7. Model describing the mechanism of metazoan RAD-51 presynaptic filament assembly

BRC-2 nucleates RAD-51 on RPA-coated resected ssDNA. Nascent RAD-51 filaments are bound at 50 end by RFS-1/RIP-1, which stabilizes growing RAD-51

filaments preventing burst-like disassembly from filament ends. ATPase-mediated dissociation of RFS-1/RIP-1 allows for further recruitment of RAD-51 pro-

tomers allowing filament growth in 50 direction. Inability of RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1 to dissociate from bound RAD-51 filaments results in extensive end capping and

formation of very stable, shorter, less-active RAD-51 filaments, which accumulate by the action of BRC-2-mediated RAD-51 nucleation.
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to stabilize and facilitate growth of nascent RAD-51 filaments

in vivo, as observed in our single-molecule experiments.

In summary, our single-molecule and genetic data support a

model in which BRC-2 facilitates RAD-51 nucleation on RPA-

coated ssDNA, with the recruitment of RAD-51 protomers in

equilibrium with disassembly bursts from nascent RAD-51 fila-

ment ends. To shift the equilibrium in favor of filament growth,

RFS-1/RIP-1 functions sequentially as a molecular chaperone

by transiently binding RAD-51 filaments and preventing RAD-

51 dissociation from 50 filament ends, leading to stabilization of

RAD-51 on RPA-coated ssDNA. Subsequent release of RFS-1/

RIP-1, which depends on ATP hydrolysis and the Walker box

in RFS-1, allows for further addition of RAD-51 protomers at

50 filament end leading to the formation of a RAD-51 ssDNA

filament proficient for strand exchange (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

Here, we establish the mechanism of eukaryotic Rad51 filament

nucleation and growth, which requires the sequential action of

mediator proteins. We implicate BRC-2 primarily as a nucleation

factor that promotes RAD-51 accumulation on RPA-coated

ssDNA. In contrast to RecA, eukaryotic Rad51 nuclei grow

very slowly alone. However, inclusion of the Rad51 paralog com-

plex RFS-1/RIP-1 promotes rapid growth of RAD-51 filaments in

a 30/50 direction. This filament growth stimulation requires

highly dynamic 50 filament end binding by RFS-1/RIP-1, which

is regulated by intrinsic ATP hydrolysis. Hence, RFS-1/RIP-1

acts as a classical chaperone, mediating the growth of functional

RAD-51 filaments in vitro and in vivo.
Division of labor between mediator proteins
Our single-molecule data reveal the contribution of mediator

proteins to nucleation and growth of RAD-51 filaments. The divi-

sion of labor between BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1 likely stems from

their intrinsic biochemical properties: BRC-2 possesses high af-

finity for both ssDNA and RAD-51 in solution (Martin et al., 2005;

Petalcorin et al., 2006); whereas RFS-1/RIP-1 displays very low

affinity for ssDNA and only interacts with RAD-51 when bound

to ssDNA (Taylor et al., 2015). This is consistent with RFS-1/

RIP-1 acting on RAD-51 filaments and is in agreement with mul-

tiple cellular studies showing Rad51 paralogs act downstream of

BRCA2 (Chun et al., 2013; Jensen et al., 2013). Consistent with

that notion, recruitment of yeast (Lisby et al., 2004) and verte-

brate (R€aschle et al., 2015) Rad51 paralogs (Rad55-Rad57) to

DSBs is Rad51 dependent, whereas the DNA damage-depen-

dent nematode BRC-2 foci accumulate independently of RAD-

51 (Martin et al., 2005). In line with cellular data, in vitro studies

have shown that inclusion of full-length human BRCA2 increases

the number of RAD51 filaments, but not their length (Shahid

et al., 2014), whereas, addition of budding yeast Rad51 paralogs

Rad55-Rad57 increases the length of Rad51 filaments in nega-

tive-stain EM (Liu et al., 2011). Hence, our findings, supported

by previous observations, establish that BRCA2 acts first to pro-

mote nucleation, followed by Rad51 paralogs, acting on ssDNA-

bound Rad51 to promote filament growth.

Interestingly, the division of labor between BRC-2 and RAD-51

paralogs is not absolute because BRC-2 also stimulates RAD-51

filament growth, albeit to a much lesser extent than RFS-1/RIP-1

does. It remains to be tested whether interactions of BRCA2 with

other HR factors (e.g., PALB2 or DSS1) might further stimulate
Molecular Cell 81, 1058–1073, March 4, 2021 1069
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filament growth enhancement by BRCA2, particularly given that

both PALB2 and DSS1 enhance the stimulatory effect of BRCA2

in bulk DNA strand exchange assays (Buisson et al., 2010; Zhao

et al., 2015). Rad51 paralogs also appear to enhance RAD-51

nucleation rates, although this is likely due to stabilization of

small RAD-51 clusters on ssDNA, rather than through direct

nucleation.

Directionality of RAD-51 filament growth
Bacterial RecA filamentswere previously shown to grow bi-direc-

tionally with a 2-fold kinetic preference for the 50/30 direction
(Bell et al., 2012). Using asymmetrically positioned, gapped

DNA substrates, we have shown that, contrary to RecA, nema-

tode RAD-51 filaments grow very slowly in both directions. Strik-

ingly, addition of RFS-1/RIP-1 specifically increases growth rates

in a 30/50 direction, opposite to RecA. Given that human BRCA2

recognizes the 30 filament interface (Pellegrini et al., 2002) and full-

length human BRCA2 binds at the 30 filament end (Shahid et al.,

2014), we propose that after RAD-51 nucleation by BRC-2, the

free 50 end is engaged and stabilized by RFS-1/RIP-1, allowing

nascent RAD-51 filaments to be extended in a 30/50 direction.
Furthermore, engagement of opposing ends of the filament by

recombination mediators also allows for efficient cooperation

during filament assembly, potentially explaining the observed

synergy between BRC-2 and RFS-1/RIP-1.

Rad51 paralogs chaperone Rad51 filament growth
Previous work using bulk EM imaging postulated that Rad51 pa-

ralogs stabilize Rad51 filaments by stably intercalating into them

(Liu et al., 2011). In contrast, direct single-molecule imaging re-

vealed that RFS-1/RIP-1 engages with 50 RAD-51 filament

ends in a highly dynamic manner. The 50 filament end binding

is in line with predictions from previous bulk experiments (Taylor

et al., 2016). Modulating RAD-51 through filament ends explains

the requirement for sub-stoichiometric RFS-1/RIP-1 concentra-

tions for RAD-51 assembly rate stimulation in bulk assays (Taylor

et al., 2015). Previous work has established that disassembly

from the Rad51 filament ends occurs by catastrophic dissocia-

tion bursts involving multiple Rad51 protomers (van Mameren

et al., 2009). A similar phenomenon was observed in our dipping

experiments. In contrast, recombinase filaments grow slowly

where monomer addition is rate limiting (Bell et al., 2012; Joo

et al., 2006). Suppressing costly dissociation bursts, as

observed in the dipping experiments, would make an effective

regulatory mechanism to stimulate net RAD-51 filament growth

or to stabilize short, unstable RAD-51 clusters.

We further establish that this rapid turnover is dependent on

ATPase activity of RFS-1 and demonstrate that RFS-1 Walker

box mutations or blocking ATP hydrolysis stabilizes RAD-51 on

ssDNA, but failure to disengage RFS-1/RIP-1 from 50 filament

ends hinders further filament growth. Taken together, our results

suggest that RFS-1/RIP-1 acts as RAD-51 filament chaperone

by recognizing the nascent 50 RAD-51 filament ends, transiently

binding them to prevent filament disassembly, and dissociating

to permit further Rad51 protomer addition and filament growth.

Iterative cycles allow for efficient filament extension similar to

how classical molecular chaperones mediate unfolded protein

recognition, folding, and release cycles.
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This model is consistent with our phenotype analysis of rfs-1-

null and Walker A box K56A/R mutant strains. Loss of RFS-1 in

the null strain confers marked sensitivity to DNA damaging

agents accompanied by the loss of RAD-51 foci. Strikingly, in

rfs-1Walker A box K56A/R knockin strains, DNA damage sensi-

tivity is also observed, but RAD-51 foci extensively accumulate,

indicative of stabilized, but HR-incompetent, RAD-51 com-

plexes. Extensive RAD-51 foci observed in rfs-1 K56A/R back-

groundmay result from continued resection and RAD-51 loading

by BRC-2 as perturbations of downstream HR are known to in-

crease resection tract length (Chung et al., 2010; Haas et al.,

2018; Symington, 2016). Consistently, BRC-2 depletion abol-

ishes the accumulation of RAD-51 foci in rfs-1 K56A/R mutant

strain, demonstrating that BRC-2 functions before RFS-1/

RIP-1 in vivo.

Collectively, our findings contrast previous models that postu-

lated that Rad51 paralogs intercalate and stably associate with

Rad51 filaments (Liu et al., 2011) and thereby act as roadblocks

for filament disruption by the anti-recombinase Srs2 helicase.

Our model is corroborated in an accompanying paper by Roy

et al., showing that yeast Rad55-Rad57 also exhibits highly dy-

namics engagement with DNA-bound Rad51 complexes during

filament formation on ssDNA curtains and that depends on ATP

hydrolysis. Further support to a chaperone model of Rad51 pa-

ralog action is evident from direct imaging of Srs2 performed in

that same study, which revealed eviction of residual Rad55-

Rad57 bypassing Srs2 molecules without any direct reduction

in velocity, thereby disproving the roadblock model. In contrast,

Rad55-Rad57 stimulates Rad51 filament formation behind

translocating Srs2 molecules in the presence of free Rad51.

The notion that Rad51 paralogs are not stable components of

Rad51complexes is further supportedbywork inChinesehamster

ovary cells, in which different Rad51 paralogs were shown to turn

over rapidly from the sites of replication upon challenge with gen-

otoxic agents, whereas Rad51 persists at those sites significantly

longer (Somyajit et al., 2015). Walker A box mutants of different

Rad51 paralogs significantly decreased the turnover of these pro-

teins. A similar behavior has been proposed for full-length human

BRCA2 in vitro (Shahid et al., 2014). Together with our findings,

these observations imply that mediator proteins may act as tran-

sient Rad51 filament binding factors to promote efficient Rad51

filament assembly without stable association with it.

HR and replication fork protection in vivo

Loss of Rad51 (Hashimoto et al., 2010), BRCA2 (Schlacher et al.,

2011) and, more recently, Rad51 paralogs (Somyajit et al., 2015)

has been shown to induce Mre11-dependent degradation of

stalled replication forks (Hashimoto et al., 2010). Human

RAD51 K133R forms very stable (Chi et al., 2006), albeit HR-

incompetent, filaments (Stark et al., 2004). Expression of this

mutant can suppress fork-degradation phenotypes observed

in BRCA2-deficient cells, suggesting a genetic separation from

HR (Schlacher et al., 2011). Notably, RFS-1- and RIP-1-deficient

nematode strains display strong phenotypes in response to

replication fork-blocking lesions, but not in ionizing radiation

(IR)-induced DNA breaks or meiotic recombination (Ward et al.,

2007). Interestingly, although RFS-1 loss sensitizes nematodes

to CDDP, CPT, and HU, rfs-1 K56A/R strains are sensitive to
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CDDP and CPT, whereas, in response to HU, almost a full rescue

is observed. Thismight imply that, similar to Rad51 K133R, RAD-

51 filaments constitutively bound and stabilized by RFS-1 K56A/

R are still capable of supporting fork protection but are defective

for conventional HR repair of CPT- and CDDP-induced DSBs.

In conclusion, the work presented here, together with the

accompanying study by Roy et al., reveals a highly conserved

mechanism of Rad51 filament assembly through the action of

filament chaperones.

Limitations of study
The limited spatial resolution of the system (100 nm pixel size)

means that it is possible multiple RAD-51 nucleation events can

occurwithin a single pixel. Thiswould influence overall nucleation

and growth rates as discussed. Given our reductionist approach,

other components of RAD-51 assembly reaction have not been

studies, such as accessoryRAD-51-binding factors or posttrans-

lational modifications, which could also influence the overall re-

sults. Finally, findings with nematode proteins might not be fully

applicable to the human system, where the recombinase-ssDNA

assembly mechanism might differ to a certain extent.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

rabbit polyclonal anti-RAD-51 Dr. Anton Gartner N/A

Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli BL21(DE3) NEB Cat# C2527I

E. coli DH5alpha NEB Cat# C2987H

E. coli (OP50) Dr. Enrique-Martinez Perez N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Albumin from bovine serum Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A7030

HiTrap SP FF 1 mL column Merck Cat# GE17-5054-01

Mono Q 5/50 GL column Merck Cat# GE17-5166-01

anti-FLAG M2 resin Merck Cat# A2220

3xFLAG peptide Crick Peptide Chemistry STP N/A

Ni-NTA agarose resin QIAGEN Cat# 30210

Amylose resin NEB Cat# E8021S

Streptavidin coated polystyrene particles

0.5% w/v

Spherotech Cat# SVP-40-5

Lambda DNA Thermo Fisher Cat# SD0011

3,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid Merck Cat# 99-50-3

Protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase Merck Cat# P8279-25UN

Creatine kinase (CK) Roche Cat# 10127566001

Creatine phosphate Roche Cat# 10621714001

5(6)-FAM, SE Invitrogen Cat# C1311

CoA Alexa 555 conjugate Crick Peptide Chemistry STP N/A

CoA Alexa 647 conjugate Crick Peptide Chemistry STP N/A

Cy3 Mono NHS Ester Merck Cat# GEPA13101

Cy3 Mono NHS Ester Merck Cat# GEPA13101

Ce his6-MBP-BRC-2 This study N/A

Ce RAD-51 This study N/A

Ce RFS-1/RIP-1-3xFLAG This study N/A

Ce RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1-3xFLAG This study N/A

Ce RFS-1 K56R/RIP-1-3xFLAG This study N/A

Ce RFS-1/RIP-1-3xFLAG-YBBR This study N/A

Ce RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1-3xFLAG-YBBR This study N/A

his6-SUMO protease Dr. Peter Cherepanov N/A

hRPA Dr. M. R. G. Taylor N/A

hRPA-eGFP Dr. Mauro Modesti N/A

hRPA-mCherry Dr. Eric C. Greene N/A

Sfp - phosphopantetheinyl transferase This study N/A

S. p. Cas9 nuclease V3 IDT Cat# 1081059

S. p. Cas9 D10A nickase IDT Cat# 1081062

Indole-3 acetic acid Alfa Aesar Cat# A10556

Cis-diammineplatinum (II) dichloride Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P4394-250M

Hydroxyurea Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H8627-5G

Bis(2-chloroethyl)methylamine Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 122564-5G

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

(S)-(+)-Camptothecin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C9911-250MG

Critical commercial assays

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN Cat# 28104

Deposited data

Original images with cropped areas marked Mendeley https://doi.org/10.17632/dggbg35tkk.1

Experimental models: organisms/strains

C. elegans rfs-1(fq127 [K56R]) III/hT2 (I;III) This study ATG563

C. elegans rfs-1(fq130 [K56A]) III/hT2 (I;III) This study ATG567

C. elegans brc-2(fq140[HA::AID::brc-2]) III;

ieSi38 [Psun-1::TIR1::mRuby::sun-1 30

UTR, cb-unc-119(+)] IV

This study ATG600

C. elegans brc-2 (fq140 [HA::AID::brc-2])

rfs-1 (fq130 [K56A]) III; ; ieSi38 [Psun-

1::TIR1::mRuby::sun-1 30 UTR, cb-unc-
119(+)] IV

This study ATG608

C. elegans N2 (Bristol) This study CB

C. elegans rfs-1(ok1372) III. This study RB1279

S. cerevisiae MaV103 parental strain

for Y2H

This study N/A

S. cerevisiae yJF1 (W303-1a pep4::KanMx4

bar1::Hph-NT1 ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11 trp1-

1 leu2-3) parental strain for protein

expression

This study N/A

Oligonucleotides

See Table S1 for oligonucleotides This study N/A

Recombinant DNA

Champion pET-SUMO-RAD-51 This study N/A

pBluescript SK(–) Dr. Lumir Krejci N/A

pET-29-Sfp Dr. Meindert Lamers N/A

pET-MBP-1a-BRC-2 This study N/A

pJF2.1(pRS303)-RFS-1/RIP-1-3xFLAG This study N/A

pJF2.1(pRS303)-RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1-

3xFLAG

This study N/A

pJF2.1(pRS303)-RFS-1/RIP-1-

3xFLAG-YBBR

This study N/A

pJF2.1(pRS303)-RFS-1 K56A/RIP-1-

3xFLAG-YBBR

This study N/A

pET-MBP-1a-BRC-2 This study N/A

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism 7 Graphpad https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

IgorPro 8.0 WaveMetrics https://www.wavemetrics.com/products/

igorpro

SoftWoRx 3.0 Applied Precision N/A

Fiji Open source https://imagej.net/Fiji

MATLAB R2018b (9.5.0) MathWorks https://uk.mathworks.com

Lumicks Pylake Python package from Lumicks https://lumicks-pylake.readthedocs.io/en/

latest/index.html

Other

C-trap optical trapping and confocal

microscopy setup

Lumicks N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Simon J.

Boulton (simon.boulton@crick.ac.uk).

Materials availability
Plasmids, recombinant proteins, DNA substrates and newly generated nematode strains are available without restriction upon re-

quests, which should be directed to the Lead Contact, Simon J Boulton (simon.boulton@crick.ac.uk).

Data and code availability
Original uncropped image data are available on Mendeley

[https://doi.org/10.17632/dggbg35tkk.1].

Custom-written data analysis scripts are available upon request from David S. Rueda (david.rueda@imperial.ac.uk).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial strains
DH5a E. coli strain (genotype: fhuA2 D(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 F80 D(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17) was

transformedwith protein expression plasmids (KEYRESOURCE TABLE) and grown in Luria Broth at 37�C in the presence of 50 mg/ml

kanamycin. BL21(DE3) E. coli strain (genotype: fhuA2 [lon] ompT gal (l DE3) [dcm] DhsdS; l DE3 = l sBamHIo DEcoRI-B int::(lacI::

PlacUV5::T7 gene1) i21Dnin5) was transformedwith protein expression plasmids (KEYRESOURCE TABLE) and grown in Luria Broth

at 37�C in the presence of 50 mg/ml kanamycin and induced by 1 mM IPTG at 30�C for 4 h. OP50 E. coli strain was grown at 37�C in

Luria Broth, spread on NGM agar plates and kept at 20�C.
Nematode RFS-1/RIP-1-3xFLAG complex and its variants were overexpressed from integrated pRS303 plasmid in S. cerevisiae

yJF1 (W303-1a pep4::KanMx4 bar1::Hph-NT1 ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11 trp1-1 leu2-3) strain grown in YP + 2% raffinose and induced by

the addition of 2% galactose. Nematode strains were propagated on NG agar plates seeded with E. coli (OP50) at 20-25�C.

Yeast strains
S. cerevisiae yJF1 strain (genotype:W303-1a pep4::KanMx4 bar1::Hph-NT1 ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11 trp1-1 leu2-3) strain had pRS303

plasmid variants (KEYRESOURCE TABLE) stably integrated into the genome andwas grown at 30�C in YPmedia supplemented with

2% raffinose. Protein induction was done by the addition of 2% galactose for 4 h at 30�C. S. cerevisiae MaV103 strain (genotype:

MATalpha ade2-101 his3-D200 leu2-3,122 trp1-901 gal4D, gal80D, SPAL10::URA3, GAL1::lacZ, GAL1::HIS3@LYS2, canIR,

cyh2R) were transformed with Y2H protein expression plasmids and grown at 30�C at YPD agar plates or selection plates (either

YP medium lacking leucine and tryptophan or YP medium lacking leucine, tryptophan, and histidine, supplemented with 100 mM

3-AT).

Nematode strains
Individual C. elegans strains used in the study: ATG563 (genotype: rfs-1(fq127 [K56R]) III/hT2 (I;III)), ATG567 (genotype: rfs-1(fq130

[K56A]) III/hT2 (I;III)), ATG600 (genotype: brc-2(fq140[HA::AID::brc-2]) III; ieSi38 [Psun-1::TIR1::mRuby::sun-1 30 UTR, cb-unc-119(+)]
IV), ATG608 (genotype: brc-2 (fq140 [HA::AID::brc-2]) rfs-1 (fq130 [K56A]) III; ; ieSi38 [Psun-1::TIR1::mRuby::sun-1 30 UTR, cb-unc-
119(+)] IV), RB1279 (genotype: rfs-1(ok1372) III) and N2Bristol weremaintained at 20�ConNG agar plates seededwith E. coli (OP50).

Generation of new C. elegans strains is described in detail in Method details, STAR methods, and Table S1. Detailed information on

treatment of nematode strains for different experiments is provided below in Method details.

METHOD DETAILS

Protein expression, purification, and yeast two-hybrid interaction assays
RAD-51, RFS-1/RIP-1 complex and RPA complex were expressed and purified as described previously (Taylor et al., 2015; Taylor

and Yeeles, 2018). Since the small subunit of C. elegans RPA remains unknown (Kim et al., 2005), precluding the purification of a

nematode RPA heterotrimeric complex, all eGFP-RPA displacement assays were performed with human eGFP-RPA. The substitu-

tion is justified given the lack of interaction between RPA and BRCA2 or RAD51 in solution (Jensen et al., 2010) and the established

notion that RPA serves only as a competitor of RAD51 and can be replaced by bacterial SSB in bulk mediator assays (Jensen et al.,

2010). Both BRCA2 (Jensen et al., 2010) and human RAD51 paralog complex (Sigurdsson et al., 2001) are also capable of stimulating

strand exchange activity of RAD51 even in the absence of RPA under sub-saturating conditions. Human eGFP-RPA was a kind gift

from Mauro Modesti (CRCM, Marseille). Yeast two-hybrid was performed as described previously (Taylor et al., 2015).

To bypass solubility problems, codon-optimized BRC-2ORFwas cloned into pETMBP-1aHis6-MBP-BRC-2 (referred to asBRC-2

in the manuscript) was expressed in BL21(DE3) E. coli strain at 17�C overnight using 0.1 mM IPTG for the induction of protein
e3 Molecular Cell 81, 1058–1073.e1–e7, March 4, 2021
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expression. Cells were lysed in Lysis Buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mMDTT, 0.01% NP40 substitute,

cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablets (1/50 ml), cat no. 11873580001, Roche). After sonication and centrifugation at

20,000 rpm for 1h, clarified lysate was applied to Ni-NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid, QIAGEN) resin for 1.5h, washed with Lysis buffer

and Lysis buffer containing 20 mM imidazole. Proteins were eluted using Elution buffer 500 (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 300 mM KCl,

10% glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.01% NP40 substitute, 200 mM imidazole). Sample was then directly applied to amylose

resin and allowed to be bound for 1h, amylose beads were washed with Wash buffer 300 (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 300 mM KCl, 10%

glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.01% NP40 substitute). Protein was eluted using Elution buffer 300 (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,

300 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.01% NP40 substitute, 30 mM maltose) and diluted two times with Elution

buffer lacking KCl and maltose). Sample was then loaded onto pre-equilibrated HiTrap SP column, column was washed with 10 col-

umn volumes of Buffer A (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mMKCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mMEDTA, 1 mMDTT, 0.01%NP40 substitute) and

eluted using linear salt gradient (0%–80%) of Buffer B (25mMTris-HCl pH 7.5, 1000mMKCl, 10%glycerol, 0.5mMEDTA, 1mMDTT,

0.01%NP40 substitute). Fractions containing BRC-2 were pooled, concentrated, frozen, and subsequently checked for purity using

SDS-PAGE. Ability of his6-MBP-BRC-2 to stimulate RAD-51 in DNA strand exchange in sub-stoichiometric amounts was confirmed

using previously established protocol (Thorslund et al., 2010) prior to single-molecule analysis. All protein concentrations were deter-

mined by Coomasie Blue staining using BSA standards for quantification.

Fluorescent labeling of RAD-51 and RFS-1/RIP-1
RAD-51 was labeled using amine-reactive FAM, Cy5 and Cy3 NHS-esters as described previously for RecA with modifications (Ami-

tani et al., 2010). Briefly, protein storage buffer was exchanged using Zeba Column (0.5 mL resin, 3 KDa MWCO) for labeling buffer

(50mMK2HPO4/KH2PO4 (pH 7.0), 200mMKCl, 0.1 mMDTT, and 25%glycerol). Dyes were diluted in dry DMSO to 50mM. Dyes and

protein weremixed to final concentration of 50 mMprotein and 500 mMFAM-SE or 150 mMCy3/Cy5-NHS. Incubation on rotary shaker

at 4�C followed for 2 h 45 min (FAM-SE) or 2h (Cy5, Cy3-NHS). Reaction was terminated by the addition of Tris–HCl (pH 7.5) to a final

concentration of 50mM. Proteins were then buffer exchanged at least twice into storage buffer (50mMTris-HCl, pH 7.5, 300mMKCl,

1 mM DTT, 0.01% NP40 substitute, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol). Protein concentration was estimated by Coomasie staining and

dye concentration was measured spectrophotometrically. Presence of minimum free dye concentration was assessed using SDS-

PAGE on labeled proteins. Protein to dye concentration ratio was consistently 0.8-1.0.

For RFS-1/RIP-1 labeling we genetically fused ybbr tag (DSLEFIASKLA) on the C terminus of RIP-1 downstream of 3xFLAG tag,

separated by GGGSGGG linker. Proteins were expressed and purified using a previously established protocol (Yin et al., 2006). The

labeling followed a protocol described elsewhere (Lim et al., 2017). Plasmid for Sfp expression was a kind gift from Dr. Meindert

Lamers (LUMC). Sfp transferase was expressed and purified as described previously (Yin et al., 2006). The purified protein com-

plexes (5 mM) were then labeled with CoA-Cy3 (30 mM) using recombinant Sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase (1 mM) in final buffer

condition of 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT. After overnight incubation at 4 �C, the labeled protein

complex was purified away from Sfp and free dye using Zeba column gel filtration system (0.5 mL resin, 50.000 MWCO). Proteins

were stored in 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH 8.0), 100 mM potassium acetate, 10% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT and subjected

to SDS-PAGE and the fluorescent gel was scanned with a Typhoon9500 Scanner.

Single molecule imaging using dual optical trapping system
Experiments were performed using commercially available C-trap (LUMICKS) setup. Protein channels of the microfluidics chip were

first passivated with BSA (0.1% w/v in PBS) and Pluronics F128 (0.5% w/v in PBS), minimum 500 mL of both flowed through prior to

use. Biotinylated ssDNA precursor was prepared as described previously (Candelli et al., 2014). To generate gapped l DNA, bio-

tinylated hairpin oligonucleotides (Table S1) were annealed to l dsDNA ends and ligated (King et al., 2019). S. p. Cas9 D10A nickase

(IDT) bound to previously described (Sternberg et al., 2014) guide RNAs (Table S1) were subsequently used to generate targeted DNA

nicks. The reaction was then stored at 4�C and directly diluted in PBS on the day of the experiment. DNA was captured between

4.5 mm SPHERO Streptavidin Coated polystyrene beads at 0.005% w/v using the laminar flow cell, stretched, and held at forces

of 100 pN and higher until the strands were fully melted. The presence of ssDNA was verified by comparison to built-in freely joined

chain model. For all the imaging conditions, ssDNA was held at forces between 10 and 20 pN, which corresponds roughly to 1.5-fold

extension of B-form lambda dsDNA. Proteins were flown into incubation channels and bound to ssDNA by a previously described

dipping protocol. Importantly, under low-coverage regime (concentrations of 10-100 nM), a constant flow was kept during the incu-

bations tominimize concentration variations due to surface adhesion of labeled proteins. Beads andDNAwere kept in PBS during the

experiment, while DNAwasmelted in 0.5xNTM buffer (25 mMTris-HCl pH 7.5, 50mMNaCl, 0.5mMMgCl2) supplemented with 1mM

ATP, oxygen scavenging system (2.5 mM 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, 250 nM protocatechuate dioxygenase) and 0.2 mg/ml BSA.

Proteins were flowed into the system in 1xNTM buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2) supplemented with

1 mM ATP, oxygen scavenging system (2.5 mM 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, 250 nM protocatechuate dioxygenase) and

0.2 mg/ml BSA. When high protein concentrations were used (R500 nM), ATP-regeneration system consisting of 20 mM phos-

pho-creatine and 20 mg/mL creatine kinase was also added into the reaction.

For ‘dipping assays’ performed with different cofactors, controls using AMP-PNP-Mg2+ and ADP-aluminum fluoride-Mg2+ were

performed in addition to ATP-g-S. However, no RFS-1/RIP-1(A647) binding to RAD-51f clusters was observed under these condi-

tions. BRC-2 was also assessed on bare ssDNA in the ‘dipping assay’, however, we observed formation of extremely bright
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aggregated GFP-BRC-2-ssDNA clusters on ssDNA containing numerous (> 20) molecules of BRC-2, which was not the case under

physiological conditions with RPA. For confocal imaging, three excitation wavelengths were used, 488 nm for eGFP and 6-FAM,

532 nm for Cy3 and 638 nm for Cy5, with emission detected in three channels with blue filter 512/25 nm, green filter 585/75 nm

and red filter 640 LP. Imaging conditions for ‘dipping assay’: 15% laser power, 0.1ms/pixel dwell-time, 100 nm pixel size. Imaging

conditions for ‘RPA-eGFP displacement assay’: 2%blue laser power, 5% red laser power, 0.1ms/pixel dwell-time, 100 nm pixel size,

1.5 s inter-frame wait time.

Single-step photobleaching and image analysis
15% blue laser power was used to bleach RAD-51f clusters in minimal imaging area to obtain sufficiently high bleaching time res-

olution. Scans were sectioned and stacked in Fiji using a custom-written script. Maximum likelihood estimation was used to deter-

mine each of the photobleaching steps within a maximum intensity/frame n. trace as previously described (Autour et al., 2018). The

step sizes were subsequently binned and the histogram was fit to a double Gaussian equation in GraphPad Prism. 7. For cluster

growth analysis, individual clusters were analyzed for intensity increase in-between frames normalized to single-step intensity

values. A cluster was considered as growing if the number of RAD-51f promoters in the cluster increased by at least a single

RAD-51f protomer during the time the cluster dwelled on ssDNA. The growth frequency of RAD-51f clusters was reported for

each individual ssDNA molecule. For real-time RPA-eGFP displacement analysis, real-time force and fluorescence data were ex-

ported from Bluelake HDF5 files and analyzed using custom-written scripts in Pylake Python package. Force was down sampled

to 3 Hz for plotting. For RPA-eGFP free patch edge binding analysis, custom position-analysis script was built to extract the position

of individual RPA-eGFP peaks and depressions, A647 intensity peaks were then aligned and their maxima position extracted

to monitor proximity to the RPA-eGFP signal depression edges. For apparent nucleation rate analysis in Figure 2E we used

custom-made algorithm to quantify the Rad51 nucleation frequency from the kymograph showing eGFP-RPA displacement in

time. In each kymograph, color level for the blue channel was adjusted to increase the contrast. Subsequently, the image was

median-filtered in x axis (25 frames window). A negative of the image was then smoothed in y axis by the signal convolution function

and subsequently the process was repeated in x axis (5 pixel window). A peak detection function was employed on the processed

image to quantify the number of RAD51 filaments in time. The number of detected peaks in time was fitted with a single exponential

function y = Amax (1-exp(-k*t)). Worm-like chain (WLC) model for l dsDNA was used as a reference for force-extension curve com-

parison. Custom-written WLC fitting script was used to calculate contour length and subsequently gapped length of gapped DNA

substrates. Growth rates in real-time experiments as well as dwell-times and binding frequencies were estimated in Fiji. Nucleation

frequencies were plotted as a function of RAD-51f concentration and fitted with power-law in GraphPad Prism 7. Dwell-times of

RAD-51 clusters were binned into appropriate dwell-time categories cumulative survival analysis was performed using Igor 8.0.

Mann-Whitney test was used to assess statistical significance of the data where appropriate.

EMSA
Proteins were diluted from concentrated stocks into Storage Buffer, which was also used in no protein controls. For native polyacryl-

amide gels, proteins were mixed with a master mix (containing 60 nM (nucleotides) 50-[32P]-labeled 60-mer oligonucleotide

(ACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCAGTGCCTTGCTAGGACATCTTTGCCCACCTGCAGGTTCACCC), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 8% glyc-

erol, 1mMDTT, 50mMsodium acetate, 2mMMgCl2 and 2mMATP, and incubated for 10min, before crosslinkingwith 0.25%glutar-

aldehyde for 10 min, all at 25�C. Reactions were resolved on 1% agarose gels in 1X TBE (70 V, 2 h 20 min). Gels were dried and

imaged by autoradiography or using a storage phosphor screen (Amersham Biosciences) and Typhoon9500 and quantified using

Fiji. For fluorescence experiments using RAD-51f and/or labeled RFS-1/RIP-1 complex, proteins were incubated with 20 nM

49-mer oligonucleotide AGCTACCATGCCTGCACGAATTAAGCAATTCGTAATCATGGTCATAGCT in 35 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5),

50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP and incubated for 10 min at 25�C followed by resolution on 0.8% agarose gel in

1X TAE (70 V, 60min). Gels were dried ad imaged uing Typhoon9500 and appropriate filter settings. % of DNA binding was assessed

using Fiji.

D-loop formation assay
RAD-51 and RAD-51f were diluted from concentrated stocks into T Buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA

(pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl), which were also used in no protein controls. Proteins were mixed with 30 nM Cy5-labeled 90-mer ssDNA

in 35mMTris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50mMKCl, 1 mMDTT, 2mMMgCl2 and 2mMATP and incubated for 10min at 25�C followed by addition

of 0.54 mg pBS(-) dsDNA plasmid for further 15min incubation at 25�C. Reactions were terminated by SDS-PK treatment for 10min at

37�C. 90V/35 min resolution using 1xTAE, 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis followed. Gels were scanned using Typhoon9500 with

appropriate filter settings.

Oligonucleotide-based DNA strand exchange assay
40-mer dsDNA was prepared by annealing 50-fluorescein-labeled 40-mer oligonucleotide (TAATACAAAATAAGTAAATGAATAAACA

GAGAAAATAAAG) to the complementary unlabelled 40-mer oligonucleotide (CTTTATTTTCTCTGTTTATTCATTTACTTATTTTG

TATTA) in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and stored at stock concentration 200 nM (moles). Proteins

were diluted from concentrated stocks into T Buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl),
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which was also used in no protein controls. Proteins were mixed with 5.6 nM (moles) 150-mer oligonucleotide (TCTTATT

TATGTCTCTTTTATTTCATTTCCTATATTTATTCCTATTATGTTTTATTCATTTACTTATTCTTTATGTTCATTTTTTATATCCTTTACTTTAT

TTTCTCTGTTTATTCATTTACTTATTTTGTATTATCCTTATCTTATTTA), 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM DTT, 100 mg/ml of BSA, 2 mM

ATP, 4 mM CaCl2 in 12.5 mL reaction volume at 25�C for 10 min. 0.5 mL dsDNA stock and 0.5 mL 0.1 M spermidine were then added

incubated for 1:30 h. The samples were deproteinized with 0.1% SDS and 12.5 mg proteinase K at 37�C and resolved in 10% poly-

acrylamide gels in 1X TBE (80 V, 1 h 15 min). Gels were imaged on a Typhoon9500 and quantified using Fiji.

Negative stain electron microscopy
RAD-51 and RFS-1/RIP-1 in indicated concentrations were incubated with 250 nM (in nucleotides) 150-mer poly(dT) ssDNA in 50mM

Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP for 5 min �C. For negative staining, Quantifoil R2/2, 2 nm carbon, 400 Cu

mesh grids were glow discharged for 30 s at 25 mAwith a K100X glow discharger (EMS), 4 mL of sample was added to the grid left for

1 min. Excess sample was blotted away leaving a thin film. Then the grid was dipped into buffer solution twice and dipped twice into

2% uranyl acetate solution, blotting in between. Negative stain EM data were acquired on Tecnai Spirit TEM operated at 120 kV,

equipped with a n FEI Eagle CCD camera.

Genome editing using CRISPR-Cas9 in C. elegans
Genome editing by CRISPR-Cas9 was performed using preassembled Cas9-sgRNA complexes (trRNA, crRNA, Cas9) and single-

stranded DNA oligos (used as repair templates) as described before (Paix et al., 2016). dpy-10 was used as a co-injection marker

to select progeny carrying Cas9-induced edits. The following sequences were used to generate crRNAs (IDT): rfs-1 K56 mutants:

TTTAGGAGTTGGTAAAACAC; HA::AID::brc-2: TTTTTAGATGAGTCACCCAT; dpy-10: GCTACCATAGGCACCACGAG. The repair

templates used (Table S1) were ordered as single-stranded DNA oligos at 4 nmol (IDT).

Injection mix for CRISPR-Cas9 editing
crRNAs and trRNA were reconstituted with nuclease-free duplex buffer to 200 mM and mixed in equal volumes to generate

crRNA:trRNA duplex at 100 mM. Cas9/crRNA/trRNA complexes were generated by adding 2 ml of crRNA:trRNA duplex (100 mM)

of the target gene, 0.2 ml of dpy-10 crRNA:trRNA duplex (100 mM), and 2.95 ml of Cas9 nuclease V3 (at 61 mM, #1081059, IDT)

and incubating the mix at room temperature for 5 min. The final injection mix was prepared by adding 0.6 ml of each ssDNA repair

template from a 100 mM stock and 0.5 ml of dpy-10 repair template (10 mM stock) to 5.15 ml of the Cas9/crRNA/trRNA complex,

the mix was completed with H2O to obtain a final volume of 10 ml. The injection mix was directly injected into the gonads of young

adult worms. Following injection, wormswere placed onto individual NG agar plates seededwithE. coli (OP50) and incubated at 25�C
for three days. Roller and dumpy worms, caused by Cas9-dependent editing of the dpy-10 gene, were picked individually to plates

and allowed to produce progeny that was screened by PCR for the presence of the desired edit.

Auxin-inducible protein degradation
Auxin-mediated degradation of BRC-2 in the germline was performed by creating a strain homozygous for the ieSi38 transgene, ex-

pressing TIR-1-mRuby under the sun-1 promoter (Zhang et al., 2015), and for the CRISPR-generated HA::AID::brc-2 allele. Young

adult worms were placed on NG agar plates containing 4 mM auxin (Indole-3 acetic acid, Alfa Aesar, # A10556) seeded with

E. coli (OP50) and allowed to lay eggs for 2 h. Embryos were cultured on the auxin-containing plates for three days before young

adults were picked and processed for immunostaining.

Treatment of C. elegans with genotoxic agents
Exposure of worms to indicated doses of Cis-Diammineplatinum (II) dichloride (#P4394-250MG, Sigma, CDDP), Hydroxyurea

(#H8627-5G, Sigma, HU), bis(2-chloroethyl)methylamine (122564-5G Sigma, HN2), and (S)-(+)-Camptothecin (#C9911-250MG,

Sigma, CPT), was performed by placing worms on NG agar plates containing the desired amount of each genotoxic agent. Randomly

picked young adult animals were placed on MYOB plates containing 200 mM CDDP, 500 nM CPT, 60 mM HN2 cisplatin or control

plates. 3-5 worms were plated on each plate. Worms were moved every 24 h to new drug-containing plates. Embryonic survival

of progeny was then determined by determining the number of hatched eggs (calculated from initial number of laid eggs and

dead eggs) on the 0–24, 24–48, and 48–72 h plates. For HU treatment, worms were plated on plates containing indicated concen-

tration of HU, for indicated period of time. Animals were transferred to HU–free plates and allowed to recover for 3 h. Worms were

then allowed to lay eggs for 4 h. Dead eggs were counted 24 h after removing the parent animals.

Immunostaining and image acquisition
Randomly picked gravid adult hermaphrodites were treated with cisplatin (CDDP, 180 mM) for 19 h and camptothecin (CPT, 500 nM)

for 18 h in liquid culture Ionizing irradiation and UV-C (254 nm) treatment were performed on seeded plates. UV-C treatment of worms

was performed on seeded plates using BLX-254 instrument. After treatment, animals were transferred to fresh seeded plates and

allowed to recover (CDDP, 18 h; CTP, 7h; UV-C, 2h). Worms were washed twice in PBS, transferred to poly-L-lysine coated slides

and germlines dissected. Germlines from young adults hermaphrodites were dissected in egg buffer (118 mM NaCl, 48 mM KCl2,

2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES at pH 7.4) and fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde containing 0.1% Tween for 5 min. Slides
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were frozen in liquid nitrogen, then immersed for 1 min in methanol at –20�C and transferred to PBST (13 PBS, 0.1% Tween). After

washing the slides three times in PBST for 5min, they were blocked in PBST 0.5%BSA for 30min before incubating then overnight at

room temperature with PBST containing anti-RAD-51 antibodies (a kind gift from A. Gartner) diluted 1:500 were incubated overnight

at room temperature. Following three washes of 10 min each in PBST, slides were incubated with secondary antibodies (Alexa 488

a-rabbit, 1:500) for two h in the dark. Following three washes of 10 min each in PBST, slides were counterstained with DAPI, washed

in PBST for 1 h andmounted using Vectashield. All images were acquired as stacks of optical sections with an interval of 0.2 mmusing

a Delta Vision deconvolution system equipped with an Olympus 1X70 microscope using 100xlens. Images were subjected to

deconvolution using SoftWoRx 3.0 (Applied Precision).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Scans were sectioned and stacked in Fiji using a custom-written script. Maximum likelihood estimation was used to determine each

of the photobleaching steps within a maximum intensity/frame n. trace as previously described (Autour et al., 2018). The step sizes

were subsequently binned and the histogram was fit to a double Gaussian equation in GraphPad Prism. 7. For cluster growth anal-

ysis, individual clusters were analyzed for intensity increase in-between frames normalized to single-step intensity values. A cluster

was considered as growing if the number of RAD-51f promoters in the cluster increased by at least a single RAD-51f protomer during

the time the cluster dwelled on ssDNA. The growth frequency of RAD-51f clusters was reported for each individual ssDNAmolecule.

For real-time RPA-eGFP displacement analysis, real-time force and fluorescence data were exported from Bluelake HDF5 files and

analyzed using custom-written scripts in Pylake Python package. Force was down sampled to 3 Hz for plotting. For RPA-eGFP free

patch edge binding analysis, custom position-analysis script was built to extract the position of individual RPA-eGFP peaks and de-

pressions, A647 intensity peaks were then aligned and their maxima position extracted to monitor proximity to the RPA-eGFP signal

depression edges. For apparent nucleation rate analysis in Figure 2E we used custom-made algorithm to quantify the Rad51 nucle-

ation frequency from the kymograph showing eGFP-RPA displacement in time. In each kymograph, color level for the blue channel

was adjusted to increase the contrast. Subsequently, the image was median-filtered in x axis (25 frames window). A negative of the

image was then smoothed in y axis by the signal convolution function and subsequently the process was repeated in x axis (5 pixel

window). A peak detection function was employed on the processed image to quantify the number of RAD51 filaments in time. The

number of detected peaks in timewas fitted with a single exponential function y = Amax (1-exp(-k*t)). Worm-like chain (WLC)model for

l dsDNA was used as a reference for force-extension curve comparison. Custom-written WLC fitting script was used to calculate

contour length and subsequently gapped length of gapped DNA substrates. Growth rates in real-time experiments as well as

dwell-times and binding frequencies were estimated in Fiji. Nucleation frequencies were plotted as a function of RAD-51f concen-

tration and fitted with power-law in GraphPad Prism 7. Dwell-times of RAD-51 clusters were binned into appropriate dwell-time

categories cumulative survival analysis was performed using Igor 8.0. Mann-Whitney or other statistical test was used to assess sta-

tistical significance of the data where appropriate – sample size and statistical significance are indicated in the figures.
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